
The Challenge

Each M(V)NO (incl. M2M connectivity providers) needs

to have a set of eSIM profiles related to its

communication services. Depending on the M(V)NOs

product portfolio, the number of required profiles might

be bigger, e.g. when it is about custom M2M

connectivity services and private / campus networks.

Very often, the M(V)NO’s SM-DP(+) managed service

provider develops the eSIM profiles based on the

M(V)NOs requirements. As the business relevance of

eSIM for M(V)NOs increases, it is more and more

meaningful for M(V)NOs to play a role in the

development process, which could be e.g.:

SM-DP(+) Provider eSIM Profile 

Development
Optimizing the development process in the collaborative effort between the SM-
DP(+) Provider and its M(V)NO customers.

Use-case in the eSIM / Remote SIM Provisioning product area

• Have transparency of the eSIM profile

at the source code / data level

• Be able to alter parameters / features

and to test against the own (test)

network

• Develop at least parts of the profile

itself
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high
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COMPRION’s tools for Profile Creation &

Management

With its eUICC Profile Manager product suite,

COMPRION offers a powerful tool covering all tasks in

the context of profile development:

Tool Situation with SM-DP(+) providers

Most SM-DP(+) providers have an own (and bespoke)

tool chain for eSIM profile development. Some of these

tools have their origin in SIM development and are

tightly integrated with the overall production platform.

Not unusual, the tools have been developed in-house.

As these tools are typically not productized –tool

business is not the business scope of the SM-DP(+)

provider – it is difficult for the SM-DP(+) provider to

hand them out to their customers, who have a demand

for such a tool. Although both parties would benefit for

using the same tools in the co-engineering process.
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Test eSIM / device

• Creator: create, edit, modify / update and validate

TCA profile packages.

• Explorer: read, edit, modify / update the current file

system and applications of an eUICC via the MNO

OTA / ES6 Interface.

• Loader Consumer / M2M devices: load, enable,

disable and delete profiles of M2M and consumer

device eUICCs in a non-SAS environment.

• eSIM Test Profile Service: Load profiles to consumer

devices in a SAS-compliant environment



Customer Segment

• SM-DP(+) managed service provider

Related COMPRION Products

• eUICC Profile Creator

• eUICC Profile Manager: Explorer, Loader (M2M or

Consumer)

• eSIM Test Profile Service

COMPRION’s proposal for SM-DP(+) provider

COMPRION proposes a co-operation between the SM-

DP(+) provider and COMPRION to equip the SM-DP(+)

provider’s customers as well as the SM-DP(+) provider

itself with COMPRION’s eUICC Product Manager suite.

For SM-DP(+) providers, COMPRION offers referral or

reselling agreement which come with a financial benefit

for the SM-DP(+) provider whenever one of its M(V)NO

customer purchases COMPRION’s eUICC Profile Creator /

Manager software due to the SM-DP(+) provider’s

engagement.

COMPRION has a huge track record in such win-win

partnerships.

Business benefit

There are multiple benefits:

• The SM-DP(+) provider positions itself as the facilitator

of its customer‘s requirement to be able to participate

in the profile engineering process. This is a competitive

advantage compared to other SM-DP(+) provider who

keep this behind closed doors.

• The SM-DP(+) provider enables for its customers and

for itself a smooth co-engineering process as both

parties use the same powerful tool set

• Prevent cost for the SM-DP(+) provider to productize

an own in-house tool for its customers

• Financial benefit from referral / reselling agreement for

the SM-DP(+) provider

The addressable market is big and growing:

• MNOs:

• Out of the ~750 MNOs globally, few 100

already offer eSIM-based services. Many more

will enter into this business soon.

• Today, many MNOs only address nice areas

with eSIM, e.g. Smartwatches. This is going to

change and MNOs will then want to engineer

more sophisticated eSIM profiles.

• MVNOs for consumers: besides the given M(V)NOs,

which step-by-step add complement / substitute SIM

cards with eSIM, more and more eSIM-only M(V)NOs

emerge, which build their business model specifically

on the flexibility of eSIMs.

• M2M MVNOs / Connectivity Providers: the benefit

of eSIM for this business, compared to classical SIM, is

huge. Many of them heavily engage in eSIM profile

development, as this is essential for their business:

• Their products have very special requirements,

e.g. security features.

• Global reach is not provided by simply piggy-

backing on the underlying MNO‘s roaming

agreements. These companies negotiate

multiple MVNO and roaming agreements and

steer the traffic e.g. with multi-IMSI

approaches and utilization of eSIM-based

roaming steering capabilities.

• Campus / Private Network Providers: this is a

strongly growing market. Many parties will be involved

with the necessity to provide tailored eSIM profiles,

e.g. capable to manage the combination between on-

campus connectivity and beyond.

Get in touch with us to discuss your specific business need:
E-mail: sales@comprion.com 

Phone: +49 5251 6859 0

Learn more at https://www.comprion.com
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